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from July 1-19 and 73,834 from July 20 to August 28. North Peninsula sock.eye catch was 
2,151,010. Three Hi!l section 270,000, Outside Ilnik 635,775 > Ilnik La.goo1114,650 and Strogonof 
Point 104,480. 

The coho catch was 73,000 for the Shumagin Islands. This was ciue to the fact that the 
fishe:rmen went on strike. 

The North Peninsula sockeye salmon escapement (systems with weir counts plus indexed totals 
for other systems) was 820,000. Editors Note: This type of escapement date is weak, at best. 
One only has to look at the escapement into Ilnik Lagoon 82�000 with a catch of 650,000, and 
see the whole picture. I would ask the department to show the return to spawner ratio's for all 
North Peninsula river systems as well as fishing districts. 

STOCK IDENTIFICATION OF THE NORTH ALASKA PENINSULA BY ADF&G: 

In 19887 the Depmiment of Fish and Grune conducted a stock identification study in the Northern 
Alaska Area M Peninsula sockeye salmon fishery, from Harbor Point to Cape Seniavin. The study 
was to find out if Bristol Bay soclceye were being intercepted in the North Peninsula commercial 
fisheries. This study was conducted by using scale pattern analysis and the project 
was conducted by Hal Geiger, statewide salmon biometrician for the Department of Fish and Grune. 
A re-cap of the report follows: Scale pattern analysis was shown to be an effective tool for 
discriminating between Bl'istol Bay and North Peninsula stocks in the 2.3 age class in North 
Peninsula sockeye salmon fisheries in 1988, Evidence was found for interceptions in the Cape 
Seniavin to Cape Strogonoffishery, with considerable interception after July 5th when fishing was 
allowed northeast of the Three Hills section. The change in boundary lines is considered the most 
likelv explanation for the increased interception. During first samplh1g of the fishery, following this 
northeastern opening, an estimated 66 % of the 2.3 sockeye salmon were bound for Bristol Bay. An 
estimated 296,000 or 2/3 of the North Peninsula sockeye salmon harvest was fish of Bristol Bay 
otigin in 1988_ following fishing northeast of the Three Hills section. There is also strong evidence 
that Bristol Bay stocks were present in high levels after fishing North of Three Hills section was 
allowed, beginning on the S th of July. In conclusion, from this study, it is clear there were 
significant interceptions of Bristol Bay bound sockeye salmon in 1988. 

It is not clear how the results of this analysis could be used to predict what the rate of interception 
will be if the fishery is similarly managed in the future. Geiger (1989} using scale pattern analysis 
estimated that North Peninsula stocks contributed 66%, 55%, 64%, while Btistol Bay (Ugashik stock 
only) comprised 34%, 45%, 36% of the sockeye salmon catch within the Cape Seniavin to Strogonof 
Point reach dwfag 5 July-21 July 1987, 1988, 1989, respectively. However, Geiger stated that stock 
proportions could fluctuate intera11nually owing to variation in migration pattems, and fleet 
dynamics. 

In 1990, another Alaska Department of Fish and Game report was produced entitled 110rigins of 
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